Abstract-We address multi-user scheduling over the downlink channel in wireless data systems. Specifically, we consider a time-slotted system with a single transmitter serving multiple users, where the channel condition of each user is time varying. Based on the throughput requirements, the user set is divided into two classes (i) throughput guaranteed (QoS) users, and, (ii) best effort (BE) users. For this system we obtain the optimal policy that serves the QoS users with the minimum time-slot utilization and maximizes the total fraction of time-slots allocated to the BE users. We show that the optimal policy has a simple geometric structure that can be easily visualized graphically. In the special case of Rayleigh fading, we obtain closed-form formulas that relate the achievable throughput-rate guarantee of the QoS users as a function of other system parameters, thus, providing closed-from relationships to understand the various system tradeoffs. Analytical comparison between the optimal and the random-scheduling policy shows that gains on the order of ln(N ) can be achieved, where N is the number of QoS users. Finally, we present simulation results comparing the optimal policy under Rayleigh and Nakagami fading with other heuristic policies including a well known opportunistic-scheduling policy.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
APID growth of the Internet and multi-media applications has created a fast increasing demand for data services over wireless systems. Development of wireless data systems, such as the 1xEV-DO system in [1] , WiMAX etc., introduces new challenges in providing Quality of Service (QoS) over a wireless channel [2] . In contrast to conventional voice traffic, data streams are inherently bursty and can tolerate much higher delays, hence, reserving resources to provide QoS is inefficient. Therefore, in order to share a common resource, one needs efficient scheduling algorithms. Furthermore, in a wireless system the scheduling problem has an additional complexity associated with time-varying communication rates since the channel conditions are time-varying. With multiple users in the system, the transmitter can look at the communication rates of the various users and opportunistically choose the "best user" to transmit to based on a required set of objectives. In the literature, such an approach is referred to as Opportunistic scheduling [4] , [5] , [7] or exploiting Multiuser diversity [10] .
In this work, we utilize opportunistic scheduling to address the following downlink scenario: there is a single server that represents the base station transmitting to multiple users that represent the mobile handsets. The system operates in a timeslotted manner and in each time-slot the base station can serve only one user. The set of users are divided into two classes: (i) throughput rate guaranteed QoS users and (ii) "best effort" (BE) users. The QoS users in the system represent session applications such as FTP, high data-rate web-browsing, throughput-constrained data transfers etc., which require the base station to provide a certain data rate on the downlink. In contrast, the BE users represent on-the-fly applications such as email transfers, low priority and latency tolerant data transfers etc. which do not have rate requirements and are short-lived. The goal of this work is to design a scheduling policy that provides the required throughput rates to the QoS users with the least time-slot utilization and maximizes the remaining fraction of time-slots assigned for the BE class. Down-link scheduling and power/rate adaptation is an active area of research in wireless systems with recent work that includes [4] - [9] , [11] - [14] . The work in [4] studied opportunistic scheduling under a utility maximization framework and presented various formulations therein. In [5] , the authors considered the objective of maximizing the minimum throughput rate among a set of users while [6] extended the framework to include a dynamic user population. In [7] , multiple simultaneous transmissions employing spread spectrum with fairness constraints was considered and [8] presented algorithms for scheduling users with average delay considerations. The works in [9] , [11] - [14] studied transmission power/rate adaptation. In [9] , [11] the goal of the scheduling policy was to ensure queue stability, in [12] the aim was to minimize transmission power subject to average delay constraints whereas [13] , [14] considered explicit hard deadline constraints over point to point communication. Our work in this paper differs from the above by presenting a different formulation that combines the QoS and the BE classes of service. We adopt a geometric approach to the problem and show that the optimal policy satisfies a special structure. The geometric analysis is valid for a general fading model and hence is applicable for a wide set of scenarios. In the special case of Rayleigh fading we further obtain closed-form formulas for the various performance metrics. Part of the work in this paper has been presented earlier in [3] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the system model and the problem description. In Section III, we present the geometric approach to the problem and obtain the optimal policy. The throughput results for Rayleigh fading are presented in Section IV; simulation results comparing the optimal and the random scheduling policy for Rayleigh and Nakagami fading are presented in Section V; and Section VI concludes the work.
II. SYSTEM AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
A. System Model
We consider the wireless downlink scenario, namely, communication from the base station (the transmitter) to the mobile handsets (the receivers, also referred as users) in a time slotted system. There are multiple users in the system, each user experiencing time-varying channel condition. The channel state of a user remains constant for a single time slot but changes over multiple time slots. We assume that the channel stochastic process is stationary and ergodic. This assumption does not preclude channel correlations over time and among the users, thus allowing the possibility of channel states over multiple time-slots to be dependent. At the beginning of a time-slot, the transmitter knows the channel state of each user for that particular slot 1 . In a time-slot, it serves at most one user with full power P . Since the users have different channel conditions the rate of communication per time slot to the users is variable. Clearly, the transmitter can exploit this variability and select the "best user" for transmission in a time-slot based on some performance measure. The above system models a TDMA system and the recently proposed 1xEV-DO data system [1] and is a commonly used model in the literature for the wireless downlink [4] , [5] , [7] , [8] .
Letr = {r i } denote the vector of communication rates to the users in a generic time-slot, say for example the k th timeslot. This means that if user i is chosen to be served in timeslot k, the throughput for that user in that slot is simply r i . We will refer to r i as the "channel rate" for user i andr as the "channel rate vector". The transmitter has knowledge ofr at the beginning of slot k but does not know this vector for future slots. In the k th time-slot,r is a particular realization from the set comprising all possible channel rate vectors whose probability distribution depends on the stochastic model of the channels' states. A scheduling policy, denoted as Γ k (r), is a rule that specifies which user the transmitter serves in time-slot k given that the channel rate vector in that slot is r. A stationary scheduling policy, denoted Γ(r), is one that depends solely onr but does not depend on the time index. Clearly, such a policy can be represented as a map from the set of channel rate vectors to the user index; namely, eachr is mapped to a unique user index. As the underlying processes are stationary, we restrict attention in this paper to stationary scheduling policies and such a restriction suffices.
B. Problem Description
The set of users in the system are divided into two service classes: (i) throughput rate guaranteed (QoS) users and (ii) "best effort" (BE) users. As mentioned earlier, QoS users represent session applications that require the base station to 1 This is a simplifying assumption that models one step channel prediction provide a certain data rate on the downlink, whereas, the BE users represent low priority data transfer applications which do not have a rate requirement and are short-lived. The number of BE users is assumed large and being short-lived it changes rapidly over time. In such a setup, the objective at the base station is to provide the throughput rates to the QoS users with the least time-slot utilization so that the remaining fraction of time-slots allocated for serving the BE class is maximized 2 . The scheduling problem now is to obtain a rule that assigns time-slots dynamically over time to meet the above objective.
Let there be N QoS users in the system and denote the channel rate vector for these users asr = (r 1 , . . . , r N ). Let X i (r) denote the throughput per time-slot of user i. We have 3 , 
With this notation we can re-write X i (r) as X i (r) = r i I i (r).
The optimization problem can now be formally stated as follows,
The expectation above is taken over the joint distribution of the channel rate vector,r, for the N QoS users. Note that minimizing
which equals the fraction of time-slots available for the BE users. We assume thatR > 0, i.e. (R 1 > 0, .., R N > 0). If some R k = 0, we can neglect that user and the problem reduces to N − 1 dimensions. We also assume thatR is away from the boundary of the set, which is characterized later, comprising all feasible throughput rate vectors. This assumption is solely to simplify the mathematical exposition by avoiding the limiting conditions at the boundary and does not affect the results presented throughout the paper. 2 We assume that among the BE users a greedy algorithm is used to share the slots that are allocated for the BE class. With a large population of BE users there is a high probability of at least one user experiencing good channel condition. Thus, maximizing the time-slot allocation is then equivalent to maximizing the sum total throughput of BE users.
III. OPTIMAL POLICY
The QoS users experience different time-varying channel conditions, hence, intuitively the optimal policy must exploit this variability giving preference to users with better channel conditions. This would ensure a high throughput per slot and would lead to a fewer fraction of time-slots being utilized to provide the throughput guarantee. However, simply choosing the best user is not sufficient since the throughput requirements of the QoS users and their channel statistics might be very different which necessitates that these parameters must also be taken into account.
Let Ω be the set comprising all possible channel rate vectors, r; we have Ω ⊆ R + N . Let the joint probability density function be f (r) 4 so that the probability of a subset Z ⊂ Ω is given as Z f (r)dr. We assume that f (r) is such that subsets with zero volume in Ω (or individual points) have zero probability, thus, excluding point mass distributions. Since a scheduling policy mapsr ∈ Ω to a unique user index, we will represent a scheduling policy as a partition of the set Ω into N + 1 regions denoted as Z 1 , .., Z N , Z f . In a particular time-slot, if the channel rate vectorr lies within region Z i , user i is selected for service whereas ifr ∈ Z f , no QoS user is selected and the slot is used to serve the BE users 5 . The problem thus reduces to choosing these regions optimally to minimize the objective function and satisfy the throughput rate constraint,
In the rest of the paper, the notationr → Z (r → Z) means that there is a neighborhood aroundr that is mapped (is not mapped) to region Z and the probability of this neighborhood is non-zero. Formally,r → Z implies that there exists > 0 such that allr ∈ Ω, ||r −r|| < ⇒r ∈ Z and ||r−r||< f (r)dr > 0; where the norm || · || is the Euclidean distance norm in R N . The following two lemmas give the properties of the optimal Z 1 , . . . , Z N , Z f regions. The first lemma deals with the region Z f and it states that ifr is mapped to Z i , all rate vectors with the i th component larger than r i cannot be mapped to Z f .
Lemma 1: Under the optimal policy, supposer
Proof: Appendix I A careful observation of Lemma 1 yields a special structure on Z f as follows. Let a 1 be the infimum value of the first component among all vectorsr → Z 1 ; i.e. a 1 = inf (r→Z1) r 1 . Now, anyr → Z f must be such thatr 1 ≤ a 1 ; otherwise Lemma 1 will be violated. As this holds for all Z i , an optimal policy has constants {a i } where Figure 1 . This implication is quite intuitive as it suggests that when the channel rate vector of the QoS users is below some threshold 4 To avoid excessive notations,r, depending on the context denotes both a random vector and a particular realization for a generic time-slot. 5 To eliminate uninteresting partitions the following technical assumptions are made. The set Ω can be partitioned into a finite set of components, where, each component is a connected set with non-zero volume and every point of this set is arbitrarily close to an interior point. Such an assumption removes the trivial point/zero volume sets. A scheduling policy is a partition as above and each region Z i is a finite union of the component sets of the partition. Further, we assume that for set Ω non-zero volume sub-sets that have zero probability have already been removed as their mapping plays no role in the optimization. 
vector (bad channel conditions), the QoS users must not be scheduled and the slot must be used to serve the BE users.
The vectorā depends on the required throughput vectorR for the QoS users and the density function f (r). Given thatR does not lie on the boundary of feasible throughput rates, it follows thatā is at least a positive vector (a 1 > 0, . . . , a N > 0) and the region Z f = {r |r ∈ Ω, r i ≤ a i ∀i} is not null (non-zero probability). We now proceed to obtain the structure of the regions
then under the optimal policyr → Z j Proof: Appendix II The above lemma states that if the weighted comparison of i th and j th component ofr is in favour of the i th component (user i), it is not optimal to serve user j. The weights are the inverse values of the corresponding components of the threshold vectorā. The above implication is intuitive as condition (4) means that in some sense user i has a better channel condition than user j and hence serving user j is not optimal. Combining the above two lemmas, we obtain the following geometric structure for the optimal policy.
Theorem I: (Optimal Structure) Consider a channel rate vectorr = (r 1 , . . . , r N ), then, under the optimal policy there exists a threshold vectorā with the following structure.
3)
Proof: Conditions 1 and 2 follow from Lemmas 1 and 2. Condition 3 states the obvious requirement that for optimality the throughput constraint must be met with equality; since, otherwise the excess fraction of slots that lead to a throughput above R i can be assigned to the BE users. The set ofr that lie on the boundaries for which there is equality in (5) and (6) can be mapped to any Z i without affecting optimality. It can also be observed that the set of conditions in Theorem I are exhaustive and map everyr ∈ Ω to a unique user index. Thus, givenā, we have a unique partition of Ω into regions Z 1 , . . . , Z N , Z f . In Figure 2 , we present a geometric picture of these regions for N = 3. As seen from the figure the Z i regions are top truncated pyramids (see, for example the light shaded Z 2 region) and it can be verified that in this region, (6) is satisfied.
Next, we present the sufficiency argument by proving that a scheduling policy of the form as in Theorem I minimizes the objective function in (3) and hence is optimal. First, observe that a scheduling policy outlined in Theorem I can be rewritten in a simplified way as a maximum weighted rule (with ties broken arbitrarily) as follows,
Theorem II: (Sufficiency) Consider the optimization problem in (3) and letR be feasible, then policy Γ defined in (9) is optimal.
Proof: Appendix III. Thus, Theorem I states that the optimal policy must satisfy certain conditions which impose a weighted comparison structure on it and conversely, Theorem II completes the argument by stating that a policy with that structure is optimal.
The results presented so far for the optimal policy assumed thatR was feasible, that is, it assumed that the optimization problem in (3) had a solution and the throughput rateR could be guaranteed by some scheduling policy. We now go back and characterize the set of all such feasible throughput rate vectors. Let Π denote this set; we claim that the interior of Π is generated by considering each threshold vectorā > 0 and obtaining the correspondingR that can be achieved for the policy in (9) for that particularā. To see why this is true consider the following. Given anyā > 0, we first construct a policy as given in (9) . Since this is a valid scheduling policy the correspondingR with R i = E[r i I i ] is feasible; hence, Π must at least include all suchR. Now, conversely, pick a feasibleR in the interior of Π, then, from Theorem I we see that a scheduling policy can be re-mapped to have the optimal geometric structure or equivalently there existsā > 0 for which the policy in (9) is optimal.
For a givenR, we know from (8) that the threshold vector a for the optimal policy is chosen such that Zi r i f (r)dr = R i , i = 1, .., N . This can be solved using numerous techniques of finding the positive root of a non-linear vector equation. In practice, however, the density function f (r) may not be known apriori in which case the vectorā can be adjusted in real time using stochastic approximation algorithms similar to those outlined in [4] , [5] . For a comprehensive and thorough treatment of stochastic approximation algorithms see [17] . We now consider the special case of Rayleigh fading in the next section and obtain explicit expressions for various system metrics.
IV. DIMENSIONING
In this section, we apply the general results obtained in the last section to a Rayleigh fading scenario. From a practical perspective while such a fading model might be restrictive, nevertheless, from a systems viewpoint the closed form formulas obtained provide important tradeoff limits between the allocation of resources to the QoS and the BE users and can be used as a first cut calculation in system design. For other fading distributions a similar analysis can be carried out, albeit, closed form expressions may not always be possible and certain quantities would need to be evaluated numerically, as done in Section V for an illustrative Nakagami fading scenario.
To proceed, we consider the following specializations to the earlier model. The users experience independent identically distributed (i.i.d) flat Rayleigh fading, hence, |h| 2 is Exponentially distributed, where |h| is the magnitude of the channel gain/fade state. The rate per time slot of a user is assumed proportional to the fade state (square magnitude); i.e. r = k(|h| 2 P ), where k is a constant and P is the transmission power. A linear power-rate relationship is a good model in various scenarios such as the low SNR regime in which most CDMA systems operate, ultra-wideband transmission and fixed modulation schemes and has been studied earlier in the literature [15] . As r is proportional to |h| 2 , the distribution of r is also Exponential and is given as f (r) = e −r/μ /μ, r ≥ 0 where μ = E[r] is the average throughput rate of a user if it is served in all the time-slots. Lastly, we take the guaranteed throughput rate the same for all N QoS users, namely,R = (R, . . . , R).
A. Throughput Characterization
Let γ denote the fraction of time-slots allocated to the BE users. We first obtain the threshold vector in terms of γ as follows. Due to symmetry in f (r) andR, clearly, the regions Z i , i = 1, .., N are identical, hence, the {a i }'s for the optimal policy are equal and the threshold vector is given asā =  (a, .., a) . Now, the threshold value a in terms of γ is as follows.
Lemma 3: Let γ be the fraction of time-slots allocated to the BE users, then the threshold value a for the optimal policy is given by,
Proof: From Theorem I, the region Z f is given as Z f = {r : 0 ≤ r i ≤ a, ∀i = 1, . . . , N}. By ergodicity, the probability of this region equals γ and by the i.
Evaluating the integrals for the exponential distribution gives,
Re-writing the above expression gives the result in (10).
Observe from (10) that γ = 0 ⇒ a = 0 which agrees with the fact that γ = 0 (no slot for the BE users) implies Z f is null and similarly, γ = 1 ⇒ a → ∞ which agrees with the fact that γ = 1 (all slots for the BE users) implies Z f = R + N . Now, using the optimal structure of region Z i we can obtain an expression for the required throughput rate R in terms of the threshold value a.
Lemma 4: Under the optimal policy, the throughput-rate guarantee, R, for a given threshold value a is given by,
Proof: Given a threshold vectorā = (a, . . . , a), the region Z i is given as,
where
For the exponential distribution, (14) simplifies to,
Using the binomial expansion, (15) can be solved to get (13) .
Note from (13) that R is monotonically decreasing in a, hence there is a one to one relationship between R and a. Stated equivalently, given a certain R value, there is a unique threshold a ≥ 0 that achieves it. Eliminating a from (10) and (13) we obtain a unified relationship among the system quantities: (i) Throughput rate R, (ii) Fraction of time-slots, γ, allocated to the BE users (iii) Number of QoS users, N , and (iv) The average channel condition, μ, of the users.
Theorem III: Under the model assumptions stated earlier with N QoS users in the system and γ ∈ [0, 1] fraction of time-slots allocated to the BE users, the maximum throughput rate R for each QoS user is given by,
Proof: The result follows from Lemmas 3 and 4. From (16), we see that R depends linearly on μ, thus as expected, for a given N, γ, the throughput guarantee is higher if μ is increased. Now, re-phrasing (16), theoretical limits for various performance measures can be deduced as follows.
Maximum Throughput Rate: By setting γ = 0, we can obtain the maximum throughput rate R max (N ) for each QoS user when no slots are allocated for the BE users. This is given as, Figure 3 is a plot of R/μ versus N for different γ values. The function R max (N )/μ is the topmost curve corresponding to γ = 0. As R max (N ) is monotonically decreasing in N , its maximum value is at N = 1 and equals R max /μ = 1. This is expected as the maximum rate achievable when all the slots are assigned to just one QoS user equals E[r] (= μ). Maximum Number of QoS Users: Fix a value of R 0 and γ, the maximum number of QoS users such that throughput of each is at least R 0 is given by,
Obviously if the values of R 0 , γ are such that there is no integer N ≥ 1 that achieves it, the system values in this case are infeasible. Figure 4 is a plot of R/μ versus γ for various values of N . Infeasibility arises when (γ, R 0 /μ) point lies above the N = 1 curve (in Fig. 4 ).
Maximum Value of γ:
Given R and N , the value of γ that solves the equation in (16) gives the maximum fraction of slots that can be allocated to the BE users. Figure 4 with its axes inverted gives a plot of γ versus R/μ for different N .
B. Comparison with Random-scheduling Policy
To understand how much gain can be achieved, we present an analytical comparison of the optimal policy with the random scheduling policy. The random policy assigns a timeslot to the BE users with probability γ and to the QoS users with probability 1 − γ. Among the QoS users the slot is then randomly assigned to one of the users with equal probability 1/N . Clearly, this policy does not exploit the varying channel conditions for scheduling the users. Due to the random nature of the assignment each QoS user gets (1 − γ)/N fraction of time-slots and since the users have statistically identical channel conditions, the throughput rate of each QoS user, denoted R r , is given as,
Let us now fix a value of γ for both the optimal and the random policies, i.e. under both policies, γ fraction of slots are assigned to the BE class. Let R opt , R r denote the corresponding throughput rate provided to each QoS user. Then, as shown below, the gain defined as R opt /R r is on the order of ln(N ). To show this result, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 5: For any γ ∈ (0, 1), we have the following relationship
Proof: Appendix IV Theorem IV: The throughput gain of the optimal policy as compared to the random policy, defined as R opt /R r , for γ ∈ (0, 1) satisfies the relationship,
Proof: Appendix V Observe that as N → ∞ the throughput rate per QoS user for both the optimal and the random policy tends to zero. Equation (19) states that R r decreases as 1/N whereas (45) in Appendix V states that by using the optimal policy R opt decreases more slowly as ln(N )/N . Hence, we get a gain on the order of ln(N ). The above logarithmic behavior can be attributed to the exponential distribution of the rate under Rayleigh fading and while such channel statistics are simplified models, in practice one could expect gains along these orders for moderate QoS user population. 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
To validate the theoretical results derived in the earlier sections, we present simulation results obtained for two fading distributions, Rayleigh and Nakagami. The setup for the simulations is as follows: we consider a time duration of 10 seconds and divide it into 10,000 slots, thus, each timeslot is of length 1 millisecond. For the sake of simplicity, the QoS users all experience i.i.d channel fading. We assume a linear relationship between the channel rate and the fade state (squared magnitude); i.e. r ∝ |h| 2 . Thus, for Rayleigh fading the rate, r, at which data can be transmitted in a slot is Exponentially distributed with density f (r) = parameter [16] . The mean channel rate, μ, for each user is taken as, μ = 800 Kbits/sec for both the distributions. At each time-slot, a random vector of channel rates for the QoS users is drawn from the respective distribution. Given this channel rate vector, the particular scheduling policy decides which QoS user to serve or to allocate the slot to the BE class. In the former case, the chosen QoS user, say user i, receives a throughput rate of r i while for the others the throughput rate is 0 in that slot. In the latter case, all QoS users get a 0 throughput in that slot. We simulate the optimal, the random, the greedy Time Division Multi-Access (TDMA) and an opportunistic scheduling policy studied in [10] which we refer to as "Opportunistic Proportional Fair" (OPF) policy. In case of the optimal policy, the scheduling decision is taken as given in (9) where the threshold vectorā is computed using the formulas in Section IV. The random policy makes a scheduling decision as described in Section IV-B. For the greedy TDMA and the OPF policy the scheduling decision is taken as follows. Let T k denote the running time-average of the throughput rate for the k th QoS user. At the beginning of each time-slot, consider all QoS users for which T k < R where R is the required throughput guarantee. In the greedy TDMA policy the user with the maximum channel rate is selected whereas for the OPF policy the user that maximizes the metric r k /T k is selected. If for all QoS users T k ≥ R, the slot is allocated to the BE class.
We first numerically validate the theoretical results obtained in Section IV. We consider Rayleigh fading with 3 QoS users each having a throughput rate guarantee of R = 200 Kbits/sec. Figure 5 gives a plot of the running time-average of throughput rate under the optimal policy. As can be seen from the plot, the long-term required rate is achieved very quickly in time within almost a second and is maintained thereafter within a close range. Thus, within a very short time interval the required throughput rate can be provided to the QoS users. A similar trend is observed when the parameter values are varied. In Figure 6 , we fix γ = 0.3, i.e. the BE class is assigned 30% of the slots. The figure gives a plot of the simulated throughput gain R opt /R r as a function of N ; where R opt , R r is the throughput rate of each QoS user under the optimal and the random policy respectively. In conformation with the result in (21), we see from the plot that R opt Rr grows logarithmic in N . We next consider Nakagami fading with the fading parameter m = 0.6. In Figure 7 , we fix γ = 0.3 and plot the running time-average of the throughput rate for the optimal policy with 3 QoS users. For the case of Nakagami fading, (11) becomes,
from which the optimal threshold a is evaluated numerically by finding the root of the above non-linear equation. The long-term rate provided to each QoS user in this case is R = 494 Kbits/sec. Again as before, the throughput rate is achieved very quickly in time and is maintained thereafter within a close range. In Figure 8 we compare the throughput gain of the optimal policy versus the random policy. As seen from the plot the optimal policy achieves a substantial gain in throughput even with Nakagami distribution. In fact, the gain is higher now because the Gamma distribution with m = 0.6 has a larger variance than the Exponential with the same mean. As a result, the optimal policy which opportunistically exploits rate variations gives a higher gain in comparison to random assignment.
We now present simulation results that compare the performance of the optimal, random, TDMA and OPF policies. We consider 3 QoS users with Rayleigh fading and the mean channel rate of each QoS user, μ = 800 Kbits/sec. Figure 9 plots the total fraction of slots utilized by the QoS users under each policy versus the throughput rate requirement of each QoS user. The quantity, (1− total fraction of slots used by QoS users), is the time-slot allocation to the BE class. First, as expected the random policy has the worst performance and utilizes the maximum time-slots to provide the throughput rate guarantees. Since the OPF, TDMA and optimal policy exploit the channel variations and opportunistically schedule the users, the time-slot utilization is lower as compared to the random policy. The OPF policy performs worse than the TDMA policy which is expected since the TDMA policy by being greedy has a high throughput per slot and hence utilizes fewer time-slots. Finally, as expected the optimal policy uses a substantially lower fraction of time-slots than all the policies.
VI. CONCLUSION
We addressed the issue of downlink scheduling over a wireless channel incorporating the QoS and best effort services. We considered a set of N rate guaranteed users and obtained the optimal policy that serves these users with the least timeslot utilization, thereby, maximizing the time-slot allocation to the BE users. Equivalently, the optimal policy also solves the problem of maximizing the rate guarantee for the QoS users given that a certain fraction of time-slots must be allocated to the BE users. We presented a geometric visualization of the optimal policy and under Rayleigh fading we derived analytical expressions quantifying the various system metrics. Analytical comparison with the random-scheduling policy showed that throughput gains on the order of ln(N ) can be achieved by exploiting multi-user diversity. Finally simulation results show substantial gains achieved by the optimal policy as compared to other well-known policies in the literature.
APPENDIX I PROOF OF LEMMA 1
The proof is based on a contradiction argument where we begin by supposing that for the optimal policy there is ar → Z f withr i > r i . By re-mapping the regions we will show that the objective function in (3) decreases, thus, contradicting the optimality claim and provingr → Z f .
We are given thatr → Z i , hence, there is a neighborhood of r, which we denote as S 1 , that is mapped to Z i , i.e. S 1 ∈ Z i and S 1 = {x |x ∈ Ω, ||x −r|| < δ 1 } for some δ 1 > 0. Further, by assumptionr → Z f , there is a neighborhood ofr given as, S 2 = {x |x ∈ Ω, ||x −r|| < δ 2 } for some δ 2 > 0, such that S 2 ∈ Z f . Now re-map the regions as follows. Map S 1 ⇒ Z f and S 2 ⇒ Z i . To ensure the new mapping is feasible we must satisfy the QoS rate constraint for user i which entails the following equality.
The left side above is the throughput achieved over region S 2 under the new map and the right side is the throughput lost by re-mapping S 1 to Z f . A set of δ 1 , δ 2 > 0 exist that satisfy (22); to see this note that the integral over any region
is a positive, continuous function with respect to δ k , non-increasing as δ k decreases and tends to zero as δ k ↓ 0. Hence, starting with the largest δ 1 , δ 2 values (that satisfy the S 1 , S 2 definition) and then decreasing these values one can obtain {δ 1 , δ 2 > 0} such that each integral above is positive and the two are equal. Now, viewing δ 2 as a function of δ 1 , it's clear that if a solution exists for some δ [18] , we can take the x i outside the integrals as follows,
or equivalently on δ 1 (as δ 2 depends on δ 1 through (22)). With this, we can re-write (22) as, Now, looking at the objective function in (3), the change in its value due to the re-map equals the probability of region S 2 (added from Z f to Z i ) minus the probability of region S 1 (removed from Z i ). Thus,
Let c =r i − r i , then, c > 0 (since by assumptionr i > r i ).
Using the First Mean Value theorem, we also have k → 0 as δ k → 0. Thus, for any c we can scale δ 1 to be small enough such that
Further, since the integral in (24) is the probability of S 2 which is strictly positive (regions with zero probability are uninteresting and have been removed from Ω), we finally get, ΔJ < 0. This completes the contradiction argument.
APPENDIX II PROOF OF LEMMA 2
The proof is based on a contradiction argument. To begin, considerr ∈ Z f and suppose that for the optimal policy,r → Z j such that,
We now give a re-mapping of the regions such that the objective function in (3) decreases or equivalently the probability of Z f region increases, thus, proving that the earlier mapping cannot be optimal. As the lemma involves only the i th and j th component, we will focus only on these components. Letx ∈ Ω denote a generic rate vector. Since by assumptionr → Z j , there is a neighborhood aroundr given as S 1 = {x |x ∈ Ω, ||x −r|| < δ 1 } for some δ 1 > 0, such that S 1 ∈ Z j . Next, since the optimal policy satisfies Lemma 1 (its violation would make the policy non-optimal to start with) we know that a i is the infimum value of the i th component amongx → Z i . Thus, there exists a pointm with m i = a i and a region aroundm, denoted S 2 , that maps to Z i ; i.e. S 2 ∈ Z i and S 2 = {x |x ∈ Ω, 0 < (x i − m i ) < δ 2 } for some δ 2 > 0. Finally, sinceR does not lie on the boundary of feasible throughput vectors the region Z f is not null. Hence, there existsn with n j = a j > 0 and a region aroundn, denoted S 3 , that maps to Z f ; namely, S 3 ∈ Z f and S 3 = {x |x ∈ Ω, 0 < (n j − x j ) < δ 3 } for some δ 3 > 0. The regions S 1 , S 2 , S 3 are depicted in Figure 10(a) . Now re-map these regions as follows. Map S 1 ⇒ Z i , S 2 ⇒ Z f and S 3 ⇒ Z j as shown in Figure 10(b) . To ensure the new mapping is feasible we must satisfy the QoS rate constraints for user i and user j, which entails the following equalities.
Equation (26) matches the throughput lost for user i due to the re-map of S 2 ⇒ Z f and the throughput gained by S 1 ⇒ Z i , while (27) gives a similar equality for user j. To see why a set of {δ k } 3 k=1 exist that solve the above equations, note that the integral over any region S k is a continuous, positive function of δ k , decreasing (or non-increasing) as δ k decreases and tends to zero as δ k ↓ 0. Hence, starting with the largest δ 1 (that satisfies the S 1 definition), decrease it until a δ 2 is obtained that solves (26). By the non-nullity of S 1 , S 2 and the above property of the integrals such a solution δ 1 , δ 2 > 0 exists. Similarly obtain a δ 1 , δ 3 that solves (27). Finally, taking δ 1 as the minimum of the two solutions, re-obtain δ 2 , δ 3 such that both (26) and (27) [18] , we can re-write the above integrals as,
where the { k } above depend on the {δ k } or equivalently on δ 1 (as δ 2 , δ 3 depend on δ 1 through (26) and (27)). Next, looking at the objective function in (3), the change in its value due to the re-map equals the probability of region S 3 (added from Z f to Z j ) minus the probability of region S 2 (removed from Z i ). Thus, > 0. Further, since the integral in (30) is the probability of S 1 which is strictly positive, we finally get ΔJ < 0. This completes the proof.
APPENDIX III PROOF OF THEOREM II
We will prove optimality of policy Γ, defined in (9), by showing that for any other feasible policyΓ we have
where I i (r) andĨ i (r) are the indicator functions for the respective policies. We know that policy Γ satisfies the throughput rate constraints with equality, i.e. E[r i I i ] = R i . IfΓ does not, it is trivial to prove that Γ cannot be optimal. Now, supposeΓ also satisfies the rate constraints with equality, i.e. E[r iĨi ] = R i , then, the objective function for policyΓ can be re-written as,
where {a i } is the threshold vector for policy Γ. Note that the second term in (31) is zero. Re-arranging (31) we get,
For any vectorr we have the following two cases. Case 1: Suppose r i ≤ a i , ∀i, then, policy Γ does not choose any QoS user (Equation (9)) and I i = 0, ∀i = 1, . . . , N. Now, since r i ≤ a i , we have (1 − ri ai ) ≥ 0, ∀i. This implies that whetherΓ chooses or does not choose a QoS user we have the following inequality,
Case 2: Suppose r i > a i for some index i. Let j be the chosen user for policy Γ, then, from (9) we see that r j /a j has the maximum value. Thus, (1 − 
From (32), (33) and (34) we get,
where the last equality follows from (31) replacingĨ i with I i . This completes the proof.
APPENDIX IV PROOF OF LEMMA 5
To prove the lemma we need to show the following two relationships, ln(1/(1 − γ 
The inequality above follows, since γ < 1
, proceed as follows. Using the standard inequality, ln(N )
where the last inequality above follows by truncating the power series expansion of
APPENDIX V PROOF OF THEOREM IV
Starting with (16) we can write it as,
Consider the first term in (39) above; it can be evaluated as follows.
Equality (a) above follows by interchanging the summation and the integral and using the Binomial expansion. Thus, we get, ln 
The inequality above follows by noting that 
Now, using the above simplifications we can re-write (39) as,
(k + 1) 2 (44) For γ ∈ (0, 1), the first term within brackets above, grows as ln( 1 α ) = Θ(ln(N )) (using Lemma 5) whereas the second term is bounded (from (43)). Hence, for large N , R opt can be expressed as, R
From (19) and (45) 
